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Film Synopsis

This film explores Vietnam’s rising economy,  
modern society, and religious traditions. 



Vietnam is a young country with over half the population under age 25. 
There’s a youthful vitality pulsing through the air, especially in big urban 
centers like Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon). Youth fill the coffee 
shops, taking photos of frothy lattes on their phones and giggling at 
YouTube videos. I saw them skateboarding and scooting around with friends 
on motorbikes. Young Vietnamese study hard, going to places like the 
famous Temple of Literature in Hanoi to pray for good grades, passing 
exams, entrance to a college abroad. For youth, international education is a 
gateway into their dreams of wealth and good fortune. Curious students from 
elementary age to college were eager to engage with me, an English-speaking 
foreigner. They wanted to practice conversing in English, ask questions 
about the United States, and make global friendships and connections. They 
are driven, constantly creating and innovating, making change, working 
in every sector of society, propelling the rising economy. Vietnam is a 
country of creative entrepreneurs. The streets are alive with vendors selling 
fruits and to-go snacks and drivers ready to take you on a rickshaw ride for 
a small fee. Stores line city sidewalks decked with innumerable things for 
sale: bags, shoes, watches, clothing, shiny trinkets, coffees and teas, cell 
phone cases, handicrafts proudly displaying the label made in Vietnam.â€ 
Vietnam moves to the hustle of capitalism, motorbikes whizz by stacked with 
anything and everything from food deliveries to refrigerators. Though the 
pace is fast, people take time for leisure playing board games in the streets, 
stopping for coffee, sipping beer in little plastic chairs on the sidewalk, 
watching the world race by. And like the balance between movement and 
stillness, there’s a balance between new and old. Fancy hotels are being 
constructed next to old houses and ancient temples. Everywhere in Vietnam, 
the young and vibrant meets the old and established. In every home and shop, 
people make daily offerings of incense, fruits, and candles to ancestors, 
paying respect to their history and origins.



Background Information
For thousands of years, Vietnam has been an independent country with a 
rich culture. Since the Vietnam War it has experienced growth and 
modernization that has produced a new generation and thriving youth 
culture. With half the population of Vietnam under the age of 25, there’s a 
very strong generational difference or disconnect between the generation 
that suffered through the war and the younger generation, which has no 
memory of the socialist period that preceded economic liberalization in the 
1980s. This spurs aspirations for migration by young people, especially 
women, from rural to urban areas for both education and work in 
industrial zones. This migration is regional and dependent on economic 
class. International migration is also popular, with international 
marriages, especially of Vietnamese women to Korean men now common. 
Many international migrants remit money back home to Vietnam. 

Vietnam has been known to adapt from other dominant civilizations 
which is shown through their historical relations with China by rejecting 
tradition and combating colonialism with communism. Inspired by the 
western civilizations, many were prompted to create a social renovation 
and embrace economic liberalization and integration into their economy. 
This helped to propel Vietnam into one of the world's most populous 
countries with rapidly expanding markets.  
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Background Facts
• Traditional culture of Vietnam involves focusing on humanity (nhÃ¢n nghia) and

harmony (hÃ²a), with family and the community valued highly.

• The Vietnamese worship a number of cultural symbols, such as the Vietnamese
dragon (mythical holy dragon), the lac (mythical holy bird), the turtle and the horse.

• Football (soccer) is the most popular sport in Vietnam, other sports of interest include
table tennis, volleyball, badminton, tennis, and martial arts.

• Their flag consists of a golden star with five points to represent farmers, workers,
intellectuals, youth, and soldiers. The red background pays tribute to the bloodshed
during the wars.

• LGBTQIA+ rights are getting more progressive, with a recent uplifting of the ban on
same-sex marriage.
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Discussion Questions:  
Q: What do you know about Vietnamese culture?
Q: How similar or different is Vietnam from your 
own country? From other Asian Countries?

• Traditional culture of Vietnam involves focusing on humanity (nhÃ¢n nghia) and 
harmony (hÃ²a), with family and the community valued highly.
• The Vietnamese worship a number of cultural symbols, such as the Vietnamese dragon (mythical 
holy dragon), the lac (mythical holy bird), the turtle and the horse.
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intellectuals, youth, and soldiers. The red background pays tribute 
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Rising Economy and Education

Discussion Questions:  
Q: What might be the difference in importance between  
education in the United States and Vietnam?
Q: What might drive Vietnamese youth to put an  
importance on education?

Today, Vietnamese families are focusing on international education for their children that offers 
them more opportunities and a better understanding of the global economy. For youth, international 
education is a gateway to their dreams of wealth and good fortune. Since the 1980s Vietnam has 
experienced extreme economic development that contributes to the changing landscape of its urban 
centers. As Vietnam’s largest cities like Hanoi, Da Nang, and Ho Chi Minh City undergo 
modernization the country’s ancient culture is juxtaposed with the newest technology and 
architecture. 

The Vietnam government has also responded to the need to meet the employment demands of various 
industries and professions by increasing funding for education. This has seen an expansion in the 
number of vocational education and training providers as well as universities to meet the pressure 
for skilled workers, especially in areas such as information and communications technology, 
tourism and healthcare. In the past 10 or so years, there has been significant growth in the number of 
private for-profit higher education institutions that tend to specialize in niche demand fields. One of 
the key objectives included in the government’s reform plan for higher education is to improve the 
teaching quality of academics employed in higher education.



Impact of Youth Culture

Discussion Questions:  
Q: What are the differences between Vietnamese 
Youth  culture and your own culture?
Q: What similarities do you find between Vietnamese  
youth culture and your own culture?

From music, to fashion, to everyday life, Vietnams youth have had a major 
impact on their culture. Due to a strong influence from Western modernization 
and music, traditional Vietnamese music has declined. Vietnamese traditional, 
pop, and electronic music have all fused together leading to the creation of new 
styles, pushing subculture forward. Youth play a huge role in creating trends 
especially when it comes to fashion, especially streetwear. The youth is not 
defining just to one style but rather is paving the way for new unique looks, 
both embracing their culture and creativity. This is giving a rise to those 
looking into designing and creating their own brand.  
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Throughout history, religion served both to integrate 
the Vietnamese people into a cohesive society and to 
reinforce the presence, if not the power, of the emperor 
while softening his rule. But it also served as a refuge 
for those who wanted to escape this rule, and as a 
vehicle of dissent for those who rejected the all 
encompassing claims of the state. Now many parents 
allow their children to choose their own religion as 
many believe that all religions are one. Most 
Vietnamese believe in a combination of three religions: 
Daoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. Added to 
these are the customs and practice of spirit worship and 
ancestor veneration. 
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Buddhism: 
 Buddhism was introduced in Vietnam in the second 
century BC. At the time of the Ly Dynasty (1010â€“1214), it 
became the state religion. It subsequently lost its state-religion 
status, but remained as the belief of the majority of people, 
permeating Vietnamese culture.While most Vietnamese today 
would identify themselves as Buddhist, not all of them 
actively participate in Buddhist rituals at the pagodas. The 
Buddhism practiced in Vietnam is Mahayana Buddhism, also 
widely practiced in China, Korea, and Japan. This is distinct 
from the Theravada Buddhism practiced in the countries 
neighboring Vietnam: Myanmar, Laos, and Cambodia 
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Confucianism:  
 Confucianism was founded in China by Confucius (479 BC). He 
stressed the importance of improving ones morals and believed that 
this was strategic in improving the well-being of a society. According 
to Confucianism, there are five important virtues that have to be 
cultivated: benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom and 
fidelity. Strictly speaking, Confucianism is not a religion but rather 
a code of social behavior. There is little teaching about god, but the 
focus is rather on how one should conduct ones life. Confucian values 
are predominant in the Vietnamese view of life and family. 
Confucianism was introduced to Vietnam as early as the first 
century, during Chinese domination. It began to decline during the 
French conquest, but continues to influence the thinking and 
behavior of Vietnamese people.
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Dioism  
 Daoism is derived from the Chinese word dao, which means way, or 
road. Like Confucianism, Daoism originated in China and did not 
begin as a religion but as a philosophy. Daoism was founded by Laozi 
between 600 and 500 BC. It is said that Confucius had the 
opportunity to meet Laozi and spoke highly of him.Whereas 
Confucius focused on creating a harmonious society, Laozi’s focus 
was on the harmony between man and nature, and pursuing the way. 
To achieve this state of harmony, confrontations must be avoided, 
and virtues of simplicity, patience, and self-contentment must be 
practiced. Daoism was introduced into Vietnam during the period of 
Chinese domination. In the 11th and 12th centuries, the government 
examination for recruitment of officials even consisted of essays on 
the three religions. This shows how all three sets of beliefs were revered.
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Caodaoism: 
 Caodaism is a syncretistic religion which combines 
elements from many of the world's main religions, including 
Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, 
Judaism, Taoism, as well as Geniism, an indigenous religion 
of Viet Nam. Cao Đài, ”Highest Lord" or "Highest Power” is the 
supreme deity, believed by Caodaists to have created the 
universe.  The symbol of the faith is the Left Eye of God, 
representing the yang (masculine, ordaining, positive and 
expansive) activity of the male creator, which is balanced by the 
yin activity of Mother Goddess, the Queen Mother of the West, 
the feminine, nurturing and restorative mother of humanity. 
Adherents engage in practices such as prayer, veneration of 
ancestors, nonviolence, and vegetarianism with the goal of 
union with God and freedom from saṃsāra.
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Christianity/Catholicism: 
          Christianity in Vietnam was introduced in the 16th 
century by missionaries from Europe’s main Catholic 
evangelist countries, France, Spain and Portugal. One of the 
early arrivals was Alexandre de Rhodes, a French Jesuit who 
greatly impressed the Trinh lords who ruled the north at that 
time. Alexandre de Rhodes invented a new writing system to 
romanize the language. And his invention actually became 
what is now called the Vietnamese language. The Catholic 
Church in Vietnam today consists of 27 dioceses organized in 
3 ecclesiastical provinces.
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Ancestral Worship

Ancestor worship is the adhesive that binds the Vietnamese together. It has been said that 
the Vietnamese believe in the dead, while the Occidentals believe only in death. The basis of 
ancestor worship seems to stem from two principle ideas: (1) that “those who have gone 
before” have a continual and beneficent interest in the affairs of the living; and (2) more 
widespread, uneasiness, fear of the dead, with practices to placate them. The later ideas 
more often serve as a form of dispensing emotions than of worship. Nearly every house, 
office, and business in Vietnam has a small altar which is used to commune with 
ancestors. Incense sticks are burned frequently. Offerings are made – fruit, sweets, and 
gifts. Gifts can be paper replicas of dollar notes (‘ghost money’), motorbikes, cars, houses 
and so on. After worship, the paper gifts are burnt so that the spirits of the gifts can 
ascend to heaven for the ancestors to use. Worshiping takes place regularly on particular 
days, such as festivals, new and full moon days, and the death day of the ancestor.  
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Religious Traditions, Modern Society

Discussion Questions:  
Q: How do you think religious values might differ in  
different regions within Vietnam?
Q: Why might there be different religions with similar 
belief systems? 

Temples and shrines that are thousands of years old remain staple fixtures 
throughout Vietnam, and they have experienced a religious revival. Rather than 
straying from religion, Vietnamese youth have continued their ancestral 
tradition of prayer. In every home and shop, people make daily offerings of 
incense, fruits, and candles to ancestors, paying respect to their history and 
origins. Youth pray for modern concepts of successes such as good grades, 
passing exams and acceptance into colleges abroad, as well as the traditional 
prayer for good luck and Fortune.
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Popular Games
O an Quan 

A traditional Vietnamese children’s board game

How to play: 
1. Each player places 10 small stones in the large Mandarin squares at

each end and 5 small stones in each of the rice field squares
2. Each player controls 5 farmer squares while the Mandarin squares remain neutral
3. Players play rock, paper, scissors to determine the first player
4. The player picks up the contents of one of their rice fields and distributes the

pebbles, one by one, in either direction on the following squares
(including both mandarin squares)

5. The player lifts the contents of the square immediately behind the last one
where a pebble was dropped and keeps on distributing its contents, if a
mandarin square follows the turn ends

6. The players move ends when the last pebble falls on a square, which is followed
by an empty one, two or more empty squares - the turn passes

7. If on his/her side of the board are empty, he/she must use five won-pieces
to place one piece down one square on his/her side and repeats the distribution.
If a player doesn't have enough pebbles to fill every square, he must borrow them
from the other player. At the end of the game, he must return them to his opponent.

8. The game ends when the two mandarin squares are empty, which is called

"fall of the mandarins" (hết quan).
9. The winner is the player who has more points.

Pebbles count 1 point, mandarins 10 points.
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pebbles, one by one, in either direction on the following squares  
(including both mandarin squares) 

5. The player lifts the contents of the square immediately behind the last one  
where a pebble was dropped and keeps on distributing its contents, if a  
mandarin square follows the turn ends 

6. The players move ends when the last pebble falls on a square, which is followed 
by an empty one, two or more empty squares - the turn passes 

7. If on his/her side of the board are empty, he/she must use five won-pieces  
to place one piece down one square on his/her side and repeats the distribution.  
If a player doesn't have enough pebbles to fill every square, he must borrow them  
from the other player. At the end of the game, he must return them to his opponent. 

8. The game ends when the two mandarin squares are empty, which is called  

"fall of the mandarins" (hết quan). 
9. The winner is the player who has more points.  

Pebbles count 1 point, mandarins 10 points.

How to play:
1. Each player places 10 small stones in the large Mandarin squares at each end and 5 small stones in each 
of the rice field squares
2. Each player controls 5 farmer squares while the Mandarin squares remain neutral
3. Players play rock, paper, scissors to determine the first player
4. The player picks up the contents of one of their rice fields and distributes the pebbles, one by one, in either direction on the following squares (including both mandarin squares)

5. The player lifts the contents of the square immediately behind the last one where a pebble was 
dropped and keeps on distributing its contents, if a mandarin square follows the turn ends

6. The players move ends when the last pebble falls on a square, which is followed by an empty one, two or 
more empty squares - the turn passes
7. If on his/her side of the board are empty, he/she must use five won-pieces to place one piece down one square 
on his/her side and repeats the distribution. If a player doesn't have enough pebbles to fill every square, 
he must borrow them from the other player. At the end of the game, he must return them to his opponent.

8. The game ends when the two mandarin squares are empty, which is called "fall of the mandarins" 
(hết quan).
9. The winner is the player who has more points. Pebbles count 1 point, mandarins 10 points.



Summary

Everywhere in Vietnam, the young and vibrant 
meets the old and established. In a country with 
a large population of young people, 
urbanization, international education, and 
thriving economic development, the next 
generation is reshaping the landscape of an 
ancient country while honoring its traditions.



Further Thinking

Further Resources on Vietnam: A Changing Nation

https://ramonamag.com/2018/12/vietnam-my-teenage-life/

http://blogs.luc.edu/goglobal/uncategorized/through-the-lens-of-hip-hop- 
vietnamese-youth-culture/

https://www.vice.com/en_in/article/7x5zay/meet-the-young-people-shaping- 
the-future-of-vietnamese-fashion

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13676261.1999.10593047

https://urbanisthanoi.com/hanoi-culture/13662-for-vietnam-s-millennials,- 
sneakers-reflect-american-ideals,-self-expression-and-nostalgia

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1997-sep-07-me-29871-story.html

https://harvard-yenching.org/features/transformation-religions-and-religious-
beliefs-vietnam-today

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20190129142655883

Einaudi Center’s FREE lending library: outreach.libib.com

http://outreach.libib.com/


Further Thinking

Book 
Written by Ivan V. Small  

Cornell Professor 

Documentary  
Written by Geoffrey C. Ward  

Directed by Ken Burns 

Movie  
Written and Directed 

by Toni Bui



Further Thinking

Book 
Written by Thi Bui

Book 
Written and Edited by  

Gerard Sarges
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